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Abstract. Statements on artifact mutability are considered a core component of 

design theories, but the understanding of this phenomenon is fragmented and 

limited. To mitigate this issue, we build a framework of artifact mutability that 

is structured into six generic dimensions: paradigmatic perspective, intentionali-

ty, drivers, scope, temporality, and artifact layers. We review existing design 

theories in the light of these dimensions. With this paper, we show that our cur-

rent knowledge about artifact mutability is still disconnected and mostly linked 

to specific artifact types. We are also able to characterize artifact mutability as a 

multi-facetted topic that has found little attention in existing articles that pro-

pose design theories. From a theoretical perspective, we advance the under-

standing of this phenomenon. From a practical perspective, the framework is 

expected to help tackling mutability in the design and adaptation of IT artifacts.  

Keywords: Mutability, Artifact, Framework, Design Theory, Design Science. 

1 Introduction 

IT artifacts exhibit mutability [1] as they usually cannot be used “out of the box” ([2], 

p. 48) in specific organizational contexts and evolve over time while being used. In 

Information Systems (IS) research, the phenomenon of artifact mutability has re-

ceived increasing attention through the proposition of the anatomy of design theory 

by Gregor and Jones in 2007 [3]. This anatomy defines artifact mutability as one of its 

core components and thus explicitly urges IS researchers to make statements about 

artifact mutability when developing new design theories.  

However, looking at design theories published in recent research articles suggests 

that the understanding of artifact mutability is still fragmented and limited. On the one 

hand, design-oriented researchers have developed approaches to deal with artifact 

mutability in various contexts already for a long time, especially in the fields of con-

ceptual modeling [4], method engineering [5], and software engineering [6]. These 

different existing research streams have progressed independently from each other 

and have rarely been connected to design theorizing yet. On the other hand, research 

from a more behavioral perspective has just recently begun to investigate the role of 



users in tinkering and tailoring IT artifacts in use [7–9]. Correspondingly, Gregor and 

Jones emphasize that “the ways in which IT artifacts emerge and evolve over time 

[…] are key unresolved issues for our field and ones that will become even more 

problematic in these dynamic and innovative times.” ([3], p. 326).  

As to now, artifact mutability remains a vague and elusive concept that is not well 

understood [10] and needs to be defined more clearly. It currently serves as a black 

box that encompasses a broad range of phenomena related to the design and use of 

various artifacts. Even the term artifact alone can refer to very different things [11], 

rendering the term artifact mutability even more unclear. Furthermore, it is criticized 

that existing guidelines for design science research are not sufficient for devising 

robust design theories that account for artifact mutability [7]. Although artifact muta-

bility is considered a core component of a design theory, there are no established 

guidelines how to flesh this out. In this regard, Sjöström et al. [10] recommend that IS 

researchers should combine design theorizing with existing knowledge from fields 

like software engineering where many works already promote artifact mutability.  

Against this backdrop, we inductively develop a framework of artifact mutability 

that is grounded in existing knowledge on the mutability of four specific artifact types 

including constructs, models, methods, and instantiations. We further apply this 

framework in a review of articles that propose design theories. This paper contributes 

to a better understanding of artifact mutability that will hopefully help researchers in 

preparing the statements about this phenomenon in their design theories.  

In the remainder, we discuss the background of design theory and artifact mutabil-

ity (2). After presenting our research approach (3), we gather artifact type-specific 

dimensions of mutability and consolidate them into a generic framework (4). We 

provide a first applicability check of this framework by using it as the analytical lens 

in our literature review (5). The paper closes with a discussion and conclusions (6).  

2 Theoretical Background 

Since its publication in 2007, “The Anatomy of a Design Theory” by Gregor and 

Jones [3] has gained much attention and can be considered as the de-facto blueprint 

for design theories. A design theory “gives explicit prescriptions (e.g., methods, tech-

niques, principles of form and function) for constructing an artifact” ([12], p. 620), 

based on knowledge of both IT and human behavior [3]. The anatomy defines eight 

components of a design theory, including six core components (purpose and scope, 

constructs, principles of form and function, artifact mutability, testable propositions, 

justificatory knowledge) and two additional ones (principles of implementation and 

expository instantiation). Artifact mutability is one of the core components and is 

defined as the “changes in state of the artifact anticipated in the theory, that is, what 

degree of artifact change is encompassed by the [design] theory.” ([3], p. 322) Includ-

ing artifact mutability into design theorizing was a novel aspect of their anatomy [3].  

To better reflect the dynamic nature of artifacts, Gregor and Iivari [1] introduce the 

new term semizoa. They conceptualize semizoa as “mutable systems that exhibit 

some of the characteristics of living creatures and that are only in part designable.” 



([1], p. 3) They further distinguish between eight different degrees of mutability that 

semizoa as a design product can exhibit, from rather stable nilpotent systems to highly 

mutable systems that can be easily redesigned (see p. 17 in [1] for an overview).  

In existing literature, we further find different perspectives on artifact mutability. A 

key distinction is that between artifact mutability as the purposeful design of adapta-

ble artifacts (in-design) and the evolution of artifacts (in-use) over time [10]. As for 

the former, mutability-in-design refers to the design ideal of mutable and flexible 

artifacts that are adaptable to various organizational contexts. As for the latter, muta-

bility-in-use reflects that IT artifacts are typically not immutable end results of design 

processes, but inherently dynamic [1]. Here, the term secondary design can be used to 

describe changes “where functions and content emerge during interaction, modifica-

tion, and embodiment of the system in use” ([8], p. 662). As such, artifact mutability 

refers to the behavior of the artefact when implemented in a specific context [13].  

According to Sjöström et al. [10], both mutability-in-design and mutability-in-use 

can be subject to either a process or a product view. The process view focuses on how 

designers design and users appropriate the artifact. The product view focuses on the 

artifact as the result of these processes which exhibits, e.g., a flexible software archi-

tecture developed by the designers or features that can be configured by the users.  

3 Research Approach 

In this study, we follow an inductive research approach that comprises the following 

phases (Fig. 1). First, we search for existing works from various fields for potential 

dimensions of artifact mutability. We structure our search according to the four spe-

cific types of IT artifacts that are commonly distinguished as outputs of design sci-

ence research in the IS discipline (constructs, models, methods, and instantiations [14, 

15]). By focusing on the specific artifact types we avoid the vagueness of IT artifacts 

in general and bring together so far disconnected research streams. The first phase 

results in a set of 19 IT artifact type-specific dimensions that provide the grounding 

for the following phase. Second, we consolidate this set into an artifact type-generic 

framework. We do this by collating the specific dimensions in search for similarities, 

resulting in six generic dimensions. Third, we apply the consolidated framework in a 

review of existing design theories. This review serves as an applicability check for the 

proposed framework and also points to the merits and shortcomings of existing design 

theories with regard to the core component of artifact mutability. 

Identification of spe-

cific dimensions of IT 

artifact mutability

19 IT artifact-specific 

dimensions and 

categories

Section 4.1 
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artifact mutability
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Fig. 1. Research Approach 



4 Developing a Framework for IT Artifact Mutability 

4.1 Identifying specific dimensions of IT artifact mutability from related work 

In the following, the four artifact types of constructs, models, methods, and instantia-

tions serve as a structure for our search for possible artifact type-specific dimensions 

of mutability. The resulting set of dimensions is summarized in Table 1. 

Construct Mutability. Constructs form the vocabulary or the set of symbols of a 

domain. They build the basis for defining problems and specifying solutions [15]. In 

the IS discipline, constructs are mainly designed in the form of modeling notations, 

but also glossaries, taxonomies, and ontologies. The mutability of constructs can be 

observed based on modeling notations evolving over time. For example, the Business 

Process Model and Notation (BPMN) has gone through some evolutionary steps since 

its initial publication, the latest version being 2.0 published in 2011. At the same time, 

many of the constructs offered by such a semantically rich notation like BPMN are 

hardly used in practice [16]. Organizations and individual users obviously adapt and 

trim available modeling notations by only using a subset of constructs that appears 

useful. Hence, we identify the drivers of mutability as one dimension of construct 

mutability. Precisely, we distinguish between developer-driven, user-driven, and in-

termediator-driven mutability (D01 in Table 1). In the first case, a developer (this can 

be individuals or institutions) of a notation effectuates a change due to deficiencies or 

enhancement needs. In the second case, users modify (sets of) constructs according to 

their needs or preferences. In the third case, a tool developer that implements a nota-

tion that deviates from the original specification or an instructor that teaches a model-

ing notation differently from the original specification can be intermediators that also 

lead to a mutation of constructs. Furthermore, so called meta-models can be used to 

give a formalization of the constructs of a modeling notation, e.g., an Entity-

Relationship-Model (ERM) that describes the elements of the Event-Driven Process 

Chain (EPC) used for process modeling [4]. Accordingly, modeling notations can take 

two different roles in artifact mutability, being a subject of mutability or a supporting 

tool for documenting and /or achieving mutability (D02 in Table 1).  

Model Mutability. Models are sets of statements expressing relationships between 

constructs [15]. They are abstractions and representations that help describe as-is and 

to-be states. Business process models, for instance, can be used for analyzing pitfalls 

in current activities and for devising improved ways of operations. Model mutability 

has been a key interest to researchers in the field of reference models. Reference 

models are conceptual models that are developed with the intention of being reused 

for different, but similar purposes. They provide best or common practices and thus 

frequently serve as a starting point and blueprint for the creation of organization- or 

project-specific models. The adaptation of reference models to specific application 

contexts, e.g., in terms of business characteristics and user groups, can be supported 

by configuration and adaptation mechanisms [4] (D03). Configuration mechanisms 

rely on predefined configuration points that are already included in the reference 

model. They reduce a total model containing information for all application contexts 

by selecting only the information that is actually needed for the specific context [4]. 



In contrast to configuration mechanisms, adaption mechanisms do not tailor a total 

model but allow for creative freedom (D04 in Table 1) in the adaptation process [4, 

17]. Such mechanisms can be applied to different modeling layers [4], i.e., the model 

layer, the meta model layer and the meta-meta model layer (D05). Apart from refer-

ence models, we also find discussions on model mutability in the field of model-

driven software engineering. Wenzel and Kelter, for instance, see a key challenge of 

model evolution in tracing the changes that happen to model elements during the 

software development process [18]. In database management, schema evolution has 

also been subject of a long discussion [19]. Schema evolution refers to the problem of 

evolving a database schema in response to changes in the modeled reality. Approach-

es to schema evolution have frequently been transferred to ontology evolution, which 

is defined as the “timely adaptation of an ontology and a consistent propagation of 

changes to the dependent artifacts.” ([20], p. 12). From the existing works we can also 

derive different directions of action (D06): In a proactive manner, the model is the 

blueprint for change (model change is supposed to have an impact on reality, e.g., 

people work according to a revised process model), whereas a reactive change is giv-

en if the model change follows a change in the modeled reality. Noy and Klein [19] 

further distinguish between traced (where the series of changes is known) and un-

traced ontology evolution (where two versions of an ontology exist without any 

knowledge about intermediate steps) (D07 in Table 1). 

Method Mutability. Methods are sequences of steps used to perform a task [15]. 

Typical examples are algorithms, procedures, or guidelines. The field of method en-

gineering (ME) has emerged since the early 1990s with the intention to design and 

adapt methods for systems development. As it is unlikely that a method designed at a 

particular time will fit all future circumstances, this stream of research has been ex-

panded by ideas of situational method engineering (SME) in the last decade [5]. As 

for SME, Bucher et al. [21] distinguish between situational method configuration and 

situational method composition (D08). In the former case, situation-specific changes 

have to be foreseen and planned when a situational method is developed. In the latter 

case, spontaneous and more liberal combination of method parts or fragments (or-

chestration) happen that are not foreseen at design-time [21]. Henderson-Sellers et al. 

[5] further distinguish between two ways of engineering a method: creating a method 

ab initio (starting with a set of method parts), and method tailoring (modifying an 

existing method). The former contains the mechanisms configuration and composition 

as discussed above [5]. Furthermore, mutability can either happen on the level of 

method design (i.e., the artifact described in a design theory) or on the instance of a 

method (i.e., the “method in action”), used by a particular group of people [22]. 

Summarizing these aspects, we identify three levels of method mutability: mutability 

defined at the meta-level of a method (through configurations or compositions), muta-

tion which takes place at the level of the method (especially through tailoring), and 

mutation at the level of the method instance (“method in action”; D09). A further 

related aspect is raised by Börner et al. [23] who describe the concept of an “emergent 

method”. They consider a method as emergent if a pattern develops in the absence of 

intentions or even despite them. This is contrasted with a predetermined method, i.e., 

a “settled/statutory method” (D10)  



Instantiation Mutability. Instantiations are realizations of constructs, models, or 

methods [15]. They are valuable for demonstrating the utility of artifacts of other 

types (e.g., methods) and the general feasibility of their implementation in software. 

The mutability of instantiations has been discussed in Computer Science under the 

terms software product lines and software evolution. The basic idea of software prod-

uct lines (SPL) is that software can be constructed from reusable parts that allow for 

variability [24]. A software product line contains a certain amount of variation points 

and preplanned mechanisms allowing for (intended) mutability. The following varia-

bility dimensions are observable from the literature on SPL (D11-D15): 

 Locus of variability: Bühne et al. [25] distinguish different loci, e.g., variability in 

functionality (basic vs. extended functions) or variability in processes (variations in 

processes due to external factors leading to the same result).  

 Direction of accomplishment: Negative variability means that features are masked 

or removed. Positive variability describes the selection of features [26].  

 Focus of variability: While essential variability is related to the requirement of the 

client, technical variability is what occurs in the process of realizing it [27]. 

 Phases of the SPL development process: Variability can be found in different phas-

es, including domain analysis, domain design, and domain implementation [28].  

 Binding time: This dimension describes the point in time when the variability is 

bound by selecting an appropriate variant [29]. 

In addition, research on software evolution investigates the long-term changes and 

transformations of a software product throughout its life cycle. The basic assumption 

is that applications cannot be implemented once and for all. Instead, new releases are 

deployed resulting from maintenance activities. The following dimensions (D16-D19) 

are observable from the literature on software evolution:  

 Viewpoints: The descriptive viewpoint represents a “nounal view” focusing on 

understanding the evolution of software. The design-oriented viewpoint takes a 

“verbal view” and deals with the means to direct and control software evolution [6, 

30, 31].  

 Categories of maintenance: Mens [31] distinguishes between perfection mainte-

nance (modification to improve performance or maintainability), corrective 

maintenance (reactive modification to correct discovered faults), adaptive mainte-

nance (modification to keep software usable in changing environments), and pre-

ventive maintenance (modification for preventing problems before they occur). 

 Software type: Lehman and Ramil [6] distinguish between different software types, 

including socially embedded systems (E-type programs, “E” stands for “evolving”) 

and unambiguously specified systems (S-type programs, “S” stands for “speci-

fied”).  

 Areas of evolution: Lehman and Ramil [6] furthermore distinguish between soft-

ware ab initio implementation (e.g., incorporation of user feedback during software 

development), software system evolution (new versions, releases, and upgrades 

during run-time), evolution of the application in its domain (co-evolution with the 

contextual processes and domains), software process evolution (related to devel-



opment processes, methods, software paradigms, and technologies), and process 

model evolution (models describing development processes are also subject of evo-

lution). 

Table 1. IT Artifact-Specific Mutability Dimensions 

 ID Dimension Categories 

co
ns

tr
uc

ts
 

D01 
Drivers of  

mutability 
Developer-driven 

Intermediator-

driven mutability 
User-driven 

D02 Role of notation 
Mutability of the  

notation itself 

Mutability utilizing a nota-

tion 

m
o

d
el

 

D03 Mechanism type Configuration Adaptation 

D04 
Degrees of free-

dom 

Low: Selecting components 

from a predefined total 

model 

High: Creative modifica-

tions, extensions, revisions, 

and tailoring 

D05 Model layer Model layer Meta model layer 
Meta-meta model 

layer 

D06 
Direction of 

action 
Proactive and normative Reactive and descriptive 

D07 Mutability trace Traced Untraced 

m
et

h
o

d
 D08 

Ways to engi-

neer a method 

Creating a method ab initio 

(configuration / composi-

tion) 

Method tailoring 

D09 
Level of method 

mutability 

Meta level of  

method design 

Level of  

method design 

Instance level  

of a method 

D10 
Origin of meth-

od 
Settled/statutory method Emergent method 

in
st

a
n

ti
a

ti
o
n

 

D11 
Locus of  

variability 

Func-

tionali-

ty 

Pro-

cesses 
Quality 

Data 

for-

mats 

User 

inter-

faces 

Infor-

mation 
… 

D12 
Direction of  

accomplishment 
Negative variability Positive variability 

D13 
Focus of  

variability 
Essential variability Technical variability 

D14 
Phases of SPL  

development 

Variability in 

domain analysis 

Variability in 

domain design 

Variability in 

domain imple-

mentation 

D15 
Binding time of 

variability 
Build time 

Compile 

time 
Startup time Run time 

D16 

Viewpoints on 

software evolu-

tion 

Nounal view Verbal view 

D17 
Categories of 

maintenance 
Perfection  Corrective  Adaptive  Preventive  

D18 Software type 
S-type programs  

(non-mutable) 

E-type programs 

(mutable) 

D19 
Scope/areas of 

evolution 

Software ab 

initio 

implemen-

tation 

Software 

system 

evolution 

Evolution 

of the 

application 

in its 

domain 

Software 

process 

evolution 

Process 

model 

evolution 



4.2 Consolidation of Dimensions into a Generic Framework 

In what follows, we develop a generic framework of artifact mutability that is 

grounded in the previously gathered artifact type-specific dimensions. We generalize 

them into a set of generic dimensions for artifact mutability. We do this by referring 

to the specific dimensions (D01 to D19) and further related literature. Table 2 gives 

an overview of the resulting six generic dimensions of our framework.  

Table 2. Generic Mutability Dimensions 

Mutability Dimensions Reference to Artifact 

Type-specific Dimensions 

Reference to Further  

Literature 

Paradigmatic perspective D06, D07, D16, D03, 

D04, D08. D12, D17 

[13] 

Intentionality D01, D07, D10, D17 [1, 7, 9] 

Scope D11, D18, D19  

Drivers D01 [32] 

Temporality D15 [10] 

Artifact layers D02, D05, D09, D14 [1] 

 

First, we identify two paradigmatic perspectives to deal with artifact mutability 

(D16): One perspective is describing and explaining (and possibly predicting) artifact 

mutability as a phenomenon in the sense of behavioral research. This perspective also 

covers the identification of successful strategies to deal with mutability, e.g., whether 

to tackle it proactively or reactively (D06) and whether to trace it systematically or 

not (D07). The other perspective is to focus on mutability as a design objective, e.g., 

by developing adaptation and configuration mechanisms to better cope with the phe-

nomenon and, in doing so, to manage mutability (D03, D04, D08. D12, and D17).  

Second, we identify the dimension of intentionality, which is grounded in D01, 

D07, D10, D17, and [9]. On the one hand, scholars argue that there are unintended 

mutations of an artifact caused by “tinkering and secondary design” and “bricolage” 

[7]. D01 and D10 point out that users in particular can be drivers of unintended (or at 

least unplanned) artifact mutability. On the other hand, mutability can be intended and 

be designed into an artifact to some degree [9]. Correspondingly, IS and Computer 

Science researchers have been continuously developing mechanisms for artifact 

maintenance, configuration, composition, adaption, and tailoring in order to better 

manage and control mutability (see above, D03, D04, D08. D12, and D17). The inten-

tionality dimension is related to traceability (D07), supposing that unintended muta-

tions of artifacts are often also untraced. In addition, there is a relation between inten-

tionality and the origin of method (D10) or the origin of artifacts in general.  

Third, we identify the dimension of scope. D11 exhibits that mutability can refer to 

various objects and aspects of an artifact (functions, quality, processes). The broader 

conceptualization of Lehman and Ramil [6] (see D18 and D19) also illustrates the 

various areas of mutability, incorporating entities ranging from users, technologies, 

task, domain, and context to development processes and process models.  



Fourth, we identify the dimension of drivers. Based on D01 and [32], the previous-

ly mentioned entities (e.g., users and technology) not only define the scope, but can 

also be seen as relevant drivers of mutability.  

Fifth, we identify the dimension of temporality. D15 distinguishes different points 

in time where evolution can take place and where variability is bound to a specific 

variant. Different points in time with respect to mutability can also be found in [10].  

Finally, we identify the dimension of artifact layers. Generally, the notion of layers 

seem applicable to different types of artifacts (e.g., constructs (D02), models (D05), 

methods (D09), or instantiations (D14)). Similarly, Gregor and Iivari [1] discuss arti-

fact mutability in the light of two layers: changes to the IS structure/schema and 

changes to the IS state.  

5 Review of Design Theories  

In this section, we review design theories that make statements concerning artifact 

mutability. To identify relevant academic articles, we conducted a structured literature 

search with the help of Google Scholar, ISI Web of Knowledge, and EBSCOhost 

(using the Business Source Premier database). First, we selected the paper by Gregor 

and Jones [3] as the starting point for our search in all three databases as it represents 

the de-facto blueprint for design theories and we assume that papers proposing a de-

sign theory within IS are very likely to cite it. The paper has been cited 702/161/3 

times according to Google Scholar/ISI Web of Knowledge/EBSCOhost (as of 2014-

11-09). As we were particularly interested in papers that not only propose design 

theories but also make statements regarding artifact mutability, we searched for the 

terms “artifact mutability” and “artefact mutability” (to cover both British and Ameri-

can English) within the set of 702/161/3 manuscripts. Unfortunately, EBSCOhost 

does not offer a dedicated feature for this and analyzing the titles and abstracts of the 

three citing papers yielded no article that proposes a design theory at all. In ISI Web 

of Knowledge, the “Refine Results” feature using the two search terms did not return 

any results as it does not support a fulltext search of the citing articles. For our further 

search for relevant articles, we therefore relied on Google Scholar only as we assume 

that it is very likely that their 702 hits also cover the 161/3 hits of the other databases. 

Searching the 702 citing articles for “artifact mutability” and “artefact mutability” led 

us to 109 and 37 hits. We scanned the total of 146 hits for articles that present design 

theories (or at least novel artifacts) and discuss artifact mutability. We excluded the-

ses (Master/PhD) and book chapters to guarantee that the papers have undergone a 

review process. As a result, we got a short list of 8 journal and 12 conference papers. 

We categorized them according to the different IT artifact types. One paper each pro-

poses a set of constructs and a model. With ten manuscripts, design theories for meth-

ods are presented most often. We found eight papers on instantiations (Table 3).  
All of the 20 manuscripts address artifact mutability explicitly. Many only devote 

one sentence or a bullet point (e.g., [33, 34]), while a few others give a complete par-

agraph on this component (e.g., [32, 35–37]). The one paper that presents constructs 

(a technique for modelling intents for strategic alignment) does not discuss mutability 



in detail. The authors refer to it as the evolution and maturation of models that can be 

created with the proposed technique over time [38]. The one paper that presents a 

model (a template for collecting teaching cases) points to specific sections of the tem-

plate accounting for mutability. Unfortunately, this is not discussed any further [39].  

Table 3. Categorization of Artifacts 

Artifact 

Type 

# Artifact Descriptions 

Constructs 1  Reference architecture of enterprise intent (vocabulary, rules, and struc-

ture) [38] 

Model 1  Teaching case collection template [39] 

Method 10  Method framework and models for context-aware process design [33] 

 Guidebook on managing IS integration [40]  

 End-to-end demand management process [32] 

 Prescriptive knowledge for guiding organizations to implement Enter-

prise Architecture Management [35] 

 Evaluation guidelines for futures research [41] 

 Framework for performing an IS analysis [42] 

 Approach to analyzing and designing business processes [43] 

 Customer satisfaction-oriented IT vendor management [44] 

 Multi-ontology topology of the strategic landscape [36] 

 Technological process of creating business software based on core func-

tionality known from web 2.0 [45] 

Instantiation 8  Educational on-line information security laboratories [46] 

 Health care quality registers [47] 

 application for mobile devices [48] 

 IT systems that support convergent and divergent thinking [37] 

 Collaborative systems [34] 

 Two-factor authentication system [49] 

 System that monitor and manages vehicles [50] 

 Sales configurator [51] 

 

As for methods, we find many manuscripts that point to a fit between the method 

and its application context. One paper presents three variants of a process that may be 

applicable in varying contexts [32]. Another paper identifies four factors that can lead 

to an adaptation of the proposed method, including the organizational setting, the type 

of process under consideration, the degree of formalization of the respective process 

description, and organizational change [35]. [44] mention that varying goals, organi-

zational routines, and governance structures may have an impact on the implementa-

tion of their design theory. [42] also mention that their framework must be adapted to 

fit the environment. [43] state that there are both generic guidelines relevant for sev-

eral kinds of processes and domain-specific ones with a limited applicability. Some 

further authors point to the generic capability of their methods: [36] write that the 

method that they initially designed and tested for businesses is equally applicable in 

public organizations, while [45] write that paying respect to special needs is inherent 

to the method itself. Moreover, we find one reference to suggestions for improvement 



from users as a source for method mutability [40]. Finally, [41] refer to artifact muta-

bility as a matter of future research as their framework has not been applied yet.  

As for instantiations, suggestions for improvements from (prospective) users dur-

ing build-time and run-time are frequently mentioned as a source of artifact mutability 

[46–48]. [49] write that trial runs of their system may lead to refinements. Some man-

uscripts also emphasize a context-dependence when implementing an instantiation 

that follows the proposed design theory (e.g., [37]). [51] describe the “built-in flexi-

bility” (p. 72) of their sales configurator that is achieved through internal interface 

that allow for the replacement of major software components. Dealing with collabora-

tive technologies, [34] write that system features will change as teams evolve.  

Analyzing the mutability of different artifact types based on the six generic dimen-

sions, we can ascertain the following (as information given by the papers on con-

structs and models is limited, we focus on mutability of instantiations and methods):  

Paradigmatic perspective: We see that mutability of an instantiation is mainly de-

scribed as something that happens during build-time (e.g., due to user feedback [40, 

46–48, 50]) or will happen during run-time (e.g., future trial runs [49]). However, it 

seems not to be proactively managed, rather, it is observed, documented, and reacted 

upon (except for [51] who refer to system flexibility). In contrast, mutability of meth-

ods for varying contexts is a feature that is explicitly addressed in the design process. 

Intentionality: We cannot identify any reference to unintended changes in our sam-

ple. The mutability of instantiations in response to user feedback is generally present-

ed as a positive and accepted phenomenon in our set of papers. We also see that mu-

tability is purposefully designed into artifacts, especially in methods to make them 

applicable in different contexts (e.g., [32]).  

Scope: The scope of mutability is frequently not defined clearly. Authors mostly 

point to suggestions for improvements (esp. for instantiations), but do not limit these 

to specific aspects or components of the artifact. An exception is the design theory for 

systems that support convergent and divergent thinking [37], where the authors clear-

ly point to some core constructs (i.e., different data sources, tags, and tag trees for 

retrieving data) that are expected to vary depending on different contexts. Two papers 

mention specific mutability points for methods, i.e., selection of different random 

distributions for calculations [42] or the definition of specific guidelines [43].  

Drivers: Many papers mention possible drivers of mutability. In our sample we see 

that multiple factors of the organizational context can trigger mutability. Possible 

factors comprise industry (e.g., business vs. public administration, [36]), organiza-

tional setting and complexity [32], goals, organizational routines, and governance 

structures [32, 44]). Context is also considered as something dynamic, i.e., it also 

evolves over time [34, 35] leading to the mutation of artifacts as a result.  

Temporality: We see that instantiations are mutable in build-time (e.g., during an 

iterative development process) and run-time (e.g., through modifications based on 

user feedback). Mutability of methods seems to be rather a matter of startup-time, if 

we transfer this term from SPL (see also D15). Methods are typically selected and 

tailored at the beginning of a project in response to the project-specific context. 

Artifact layers: We do not find explicit discussions in our sample that mutability 

can happen on different layers. However, we see that complex artifacts comprising 



both constructs and models [38] naturally address multiple layers, i.e., a model and a 

meta-model layer. The corresponding paper, however, points to the mutability of 

models only, as these mature in a specific organization over time [38]. As for the 

template proposed by [39], this is not expected to change. However, it encompasses 

fields that can be used to document changes in the way teaching cases have been per-

formed, i.e., mutability only happens on the instance layer and not on the type layer. 

6 Discussion and Conclusions 

From this study, we identify the following themes that also stimulate future research. 

First, artifact mutability is a multi-facetted topic that has been subject to research 

already for some time. We were able to identify different research streams that have 

dealt with the variability, configuration, adaptation, and evolution of artifacts and that 

provided the grounding for our framework. Hence, artifact mutability can be consid-

ered an umbrella term that has the potential to connect different fields like reference 

modelling, situational method engineering, and software evolution. To bring this idea 

forward, we plan to extend and revise the presented framework in future work. 

Second, our current knowledge about mutability is still closely linked to the artifact 

type and this also shapes the varying understandings of this term. To give an instance, 

the mutability of methods is a common objective of (primary) design, whereas the 

mutability of instantiations is mostly considered as something that happens after the 

implementation in a specific context, e.g., through secondary design processes. 

Third, IS researchers have devoted little attention to artifact mutability so far when 

developing design theories. Although the anatomy of a design theory [3] has been 

cited hundreds of times, we only found 20 design theory articles that address mutabil-

ity. There is also an unbalanced distribution with a majority of articles dedicated to 

methods and instantiations, but rarely constructs and models. Future research should 

investigate the underlying reasons for both the low adoption level and the imbalance. 

Fourth, the core component of artifact mutability is only a side issue in design the-

ory articles. Those researchers who address it do this only briefly. It seems that they 

feel obligated to comment on mutability without making it truly a subject matter of 

their research. In this regard, our framework can help IS researchers in formulating 

more substantive statements on artifact mutability as part of design theories. It also 

provides a reference for review and publication processes of design theory articles 

that discuss artifact mutability. However, future research is also needed that reflects 

on the general relevance of the artifact mutability component for design theories.  

The presented work is beset with some limitations. First, the framework’s ground-

ing is probably not exhaustive. We presented existing approaches prominent to IS 

research and related disciplines, in particular Computer Science. Our intention was to 

lay a foundation and show that there are already works on artifact mutability although 

they do not use this exact term. Second, the identification of dimensions and our sug-

gestions for a framework are subjective in nature. Other researchers might have come 

to a different set of dimensions with different categories. As for now, we also do not 

present categories for the generic dimensions. Third, with our search strategy, we 



excluded design theory articles published prior to Gregor and Jones [3] that possibly 

also address artifact mutability. Forth, we relied on the popular categorization of IT 

artifact types by March and Smith [15] although there are alternative ones [11, 52].  

Concluding, this study contributes a framework that comprises six generic dimen-

sions of artifact mutability, grounded in a larger set of dimensions from existing work. 

Both might be used as a reference and guidance for researchers when addressing mu-

tability in their work. Furthermore, we demonstrated the usefulness of the framework 

as an analytical lens for reviewing existing design theories. These contributions ad-

vance the understanding of mutability in the IS discipline and will inform researchers 

and reviewers when developing, presenting, or reviewing design theories.  
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